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AbstrAct

A rigid ventral shell ankle foot orthosis (AFO) may improve gait in 
children with spastic cerebral palsy (CP) whose gait is characterized 
by excessive knee flexion in stance. However, these AFOs can also 
impede ankle range of motion (RoM) and thereby inhibit push-
off power. A more spring-like AFO can enhance push-off and may 
potentially reduce walking energy cost. The recent development 
of an adjustable spring-hinged AFO now allows adjustment of AFO 
stiffness, enabling tuning towards optimal gait performance. This 
study aims to quantify the mechanical properties of this spring-
hinged AFO for each of its springs and settings. Using an AFO 
stiffness tester, two AFO hinges and their accompanying springs 
were measured. The springs showed a stiffness range of 0.01 to 1.82 
Nm·deg-1. The moment-threshold increased with increasing stiffness 
(1.13 to 12.1 Nm), while RoM decreased (4.91 to 16.5 degrees). 
Energy was returned by all springs (11.5 to 116.3 J). These results 
suggest that the two stiffest available springs should improve joint 
kinematics and enhance push-off in children with spastic CP walking 
with excessive knee flexion. 
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IntroductIon

Gait in children with spastic cerebral palsy (CP) is often hampered by excessive knee 
flexion during the stance phase of gait, which may lead to walking limitations in terms 
of increased walking energy cost and/or a decreased speed[1,2]. To counteract excessive 
knee flexion and improve gait, children with spastic CP are commonly provided with a 
rigid ventral shell ankle foot orthosis (AFO)[3]. This AFO consists of an anterior support to 
the tibia and a rigid footplate that aims to create a knee extension moment during single 
limb support by shifting the ground reaction force forward[4].

Although a rigid ventral shell AFO may be effective in counteracting knee flexion, its 
high stiffness has the disadvantage of limiting the ankle Range of Motion (RoM), thereby 
inhibiting push-off power[5,6] and reducing the possibility to store and release energy. 
Dependent on the AFO stiffness, it has been shown that a more spring-like AFO can store 
energy during single stance, which can then be returned in preswing[7]. A study in adults 
with plantar flexor weakness showed that this storage and release of energy is beneficial 
in terms of reducing walking energy cost[8] and that this benefit can be optimised by 
choosing the correct AFO stiffness[9]. As a similar optimisation may also be possible 
for children with spastic CP, with a decreased walking energy cost potentially yielding 
improved walking ability[10,11], the effects of different degrees of AFO stiffness on gait 
performance should be investigated in these children.

Our on-going AFO-CP trial[12] includes a spring-hinged AFO with adjustable mechanical 
properties, that is used to evaluate the effects of different degrees of AFO stiffness 
on gait performance in children with spastic CP. This evaluation requires that the 
mechanical characteristics of the AFO are known. However, as no studies are available 
in the literature, the aim of the present study was to quantify the mechanical properties 
of the spring-hinged AFO for each of its springs and settings. We hypothesize that the 
AFO’s stiffness range should be sufficient to counteract excessive knee flexion, and the 
energy returned by the springs should augment push-off power. 
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Methods

equipment

In this study, we tested the meachanical properties of the AFO NeuroSwing® hinge, 
developed by Fior & Gentz (Germany). This hinge allows several mechanical properties 
to be varied within the same orthosis by applying different compression springs. The 
hinge includes anterior and posterior shafts into which springs can be inserted, and five 
pre-compressed springs are available per hinge. A cap, consisting of two screws, fixes 
the spring on each side of the hinge. The offset (i.e. the angle of the hinge in unloaded 
condition) can be set with the outer screw, while the inner screw preloads the spring, 
thereby increasing the force threshold and limiting the RoM towards the end of the 
spring’s elastic range.

Two test AFOs were manufactured for this study, each with a different hinge size 
(14 mm and 16 mm). The AFO’s ventral shell was composed of carbon composite and an 
aluminium footplate was attached to the hinge by an aluminium bar. 

Measurement protocol

The mechanical properties of both hinges were measured with a recently developed 
stiffness-testing device, named BRUCE (see Figure 4.1A), which has been shown to provide 
reliable measurements (ICC = 1.00) of AFO properties[13]. The anterior shell of the AFO was 
attached to BRUCE by a Velcro strap. The hinge’s rotation axis was aligned manually with 
the measuring “ankle” axis of BRUCE (see Figure 4.1B). To avoid misalignment, the AFO 
was repositioned in BRUCE several times and hysteresis was measured for each position. 
The position that resulted in the least hysteresis was chosen as the most optimal axes 
alignment. The offset was set to 0º, while the inner screws of the hinge did not limit the 
RoM of the springs, enabling evaluation of the springs’ maximal capacity. 

After fixation and alignment of the test AFO into BRUCE, the dummy leg was 
manually pushed towards dorsiflexion (see Figure 4.1A) and released towards plantar 
flexion slowly (i.e. mean angular velocity of 14 deg·s-1), three times for each spring. In 
so doing, the spring was fully compressed and released, while the exerted net moment 
and ankle angle were continuously measured. Three additional measurements were 
carried out while the inserted spring (i.e. the 5th spring in the 16 mm hinge) was fully 
pre-compressed, i.e. acting like a rigid configuration with no RoM towards dorsiflexion.
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α

Figure 4.1. A) Line drawing of the measurement setup. Sagittal view of the test-AFO placed into BRUCE, with 

α indicating the angle of the hinge and the arrow indicating the direction of applied force. B) Detailed picture 

of the test-AFO placed into BRUCE (sagittal-posterior view), showing the alignment of the rotation axis of the 

hinge and measuring “ankle” axis of BRUCE. 

data processing and analysis 

The data were analysed using custom-made software, based on Matlab 2011 (The 
Mathworks, USA). The angle-moment relationship was plotted, after which the elastic 
range of both the compression phase and release phase was chosen manually by the 
processor. The following mechanical properties were calculated and averaged over 
the three measurements: i) the springs’ elastic range, measured as the hinge’s range 
of motion during the compression and release phase and averaged over both phases, 
referred to as the RoM [deg], ii) the exerted moment at the start of the RoM, referred 
to as the threshold [Nm], iii) the stiffness [Nm·deg-1], which was derived from the slope 
of the linear fit on the angle-moment relation of the compression phase, iv) the amount 
of energy [J] that was stored during compression, v) the amount of returned energy [J] 
while releasing the spring, and vi) the efficiency, expressed as ERLS as a percentage of 
ESTOR [%ESTOR]. Only the stiffness was calculated for the rigid configuration, as no other 
properties are applicable for this setting.
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results

The rigid configuration showed a stiffness of 8.07 ± 0.63 Nm·deg-1. The stiffness of the 
springs in the 14 mm hinge ranged from 0.01 Nm·deg-1 to 1.16 Nm·deg-1, with comparable 
stiffness values for the 3rd and 4th spring. For the 16 mm hinge, stiffness ranged from 0.03 
Nm·deg-1 to 1.82 Nm·deg-1, showing a more gradual increase in stiffness within springs. 
The threshold increased with increasing stiffness, although it was almost the same for 
the 3rd and 4th spring in the 16mm (see Table 4.1).

The hinges’ 4th spring showed the largest energy return (see Table 4.1 and Figure 
4.2). Efficiency was comparable for all springs in the 14 mm hinge, but increased with 
increasing stiffness in the 16 mm hinge. The springs’ RoM decreased with increasing 
stiffness in both hinges (see Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.2. Typical result of a recording of the test AFO using the second stiffest spring of the 14mm hinge. 
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Table 4.1. Mechanical properties of the five springs fitting into the 14mm and 16mm hinges (mean (SD) of 

three repetitions). 

spring stiffness 
[Nm·deg-1] 

threshold 
[Nm] 

RoM 
[deg] 

ESTOR 

[J] 
efficiency 
[%ESTOR] 

ERLS 

[J] 

14mm       

1 0.01 
(0.00) 

1.13 
(0.06) 

13.8 
(0.3) 

18.1 
(0.2) 

63.3 
(0.7) 

11.5 
(0.2) 

2 0.25 
(0.00) 

3.14 
(0.15) 

13.9 
(0.3) 

69.9 
(1.3) 

64.1 
(1.6) 

44.8 
(0.8) 

3 0.51 
(0.00) 

5.44 
(0.16) 

9.52 
(0.37) 

75.8 
(2.3) 

60.8 
(0.9) 

46.1 
(1.5) 

4 0.47 
(0.00) 

6.56 
(0.23) 

10.3 
(0.1) 

95.4 
(0.9) 

65.4 
(0.7) 

62.3 
(0.2) 

5 1.16 
(0.03) 

9.90 
(0.13) 

4.91 
(0.08) 

62.9 
(2.3) 

63.7 
(0.4) 

40.1 
(1.7) 

16mm       

1 0.03 
(0.01) 

1.86 
(0.71) 

15.7 
(0.3) 

36.7 
(0.8) 

53.2 
(1.6) 

19.5 
(0.2) 

2 0.23 
(0.00) 

3.94 
(0.09) 

16.5 
(0.2) 

99.0 
(1.5) 

66.2 
(2.4) 

65.5 
(1.4) 

3 0.54 
(0.00) 

6.82 
(0.08) 

11.1 
(0.1) 

110.5 
(1.6) 

71.3 
(2.0) 

78.8 
(2.6) 

4 0.99 
(0.01) 

6.54 
(0.18) 

12.4 
(0.3) 

156.5 
(3.5) 

74.3 
(1.6) 

116.3 
(1.7) 

5 1.82 
(0.02) 

12.1 
(0.6) 

7.21 
(0.26) 

136.5 
(7.6) 

79.0 
(3.7) 

107.6 
(1.2) 

Abbreviations: RoM, range of motion; ERLS, released energy; ESTOR, stored energy.  
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dIscussIon

The aim of this study was to quantify the mechanical properties of a spring-hinged 
test AFO for each of its springs and settings. Our measurements showed that spring 
stiffness ranged between 0.01 to 1.82 Nm·deg-1, which was considerably lower than the 
stiffness of the rigid configuration. Additionally and in contrast to the rigid configuration, 
the spring-hinged AFO allowed energy storage of 18.1 J to 156.5 J that returned as 11.5 
J to 116.3 J. This energy return may be beneficial in terms of reducing walking energy 
cost. On the other hand, the lower stiffness might counteract excessive knee flexion less 
effectively compared to the rigid configuration.

Current literature on AFOs in children with spastic CP rarely includes clear and 
unambiguous mechanical descriptions of the orthosis[14]. However, Bregman and 
colleagues[15] tested the mechanical properties of AFOs in adults with plantar flexor 
weakness and reported stiffness ranging from 0.5 to 5.4 Nm·deg-1. Although the springs 
used in our study showed much lower stiffness values, they also exhibited a threshold 
force before the spring entered its elastic range. This threshold may prevent ankle dorsal 
flexion at low ankle moment values (up to approximately 0.5 Nm·kg-1, depending on the 
child’s weight), hence supporting knee extension at the beginning of the stance phase. 
As the ankle moment increases in midstance, it will compress the spring through its 
elastic range until the dorsalflexion stop is hit. This stop will prevent excessive ankle 
dorsal flexion in late stance, thereby contributing to a normalization of knee kinematics[3], 
which has been shown to reduce walking energy cost in children with spastic CP[10]. As 
the RoM of the stiffest spring is the most limited, this is expected to be the most effective 
in normalizing ankle and knee kinematics, although at the expense of potential energy 
return.

The area beneath the curve, derived from the relation between RoM and the exerted 
net moment, represents the stored energy within the spring. If RoMs were similar for all 
springs, the most energy would be stored by the stiffest spring. However, the restricted 
RoM of the stiffest spring of either hinge, required for normalization of joint kinematics, 
also limited its energy storage. Therefore, the maximal potential energy return was 
determined for the second stiffest spring, which was 62.3 J for the 14 mm and 116.3 J 
for 16 mm hinge. As these values are comparable to those of Bregman and colleagues, 
in which an AFO energy return of approximately 70 J resulted in the greatest walking 
energy cost reduction, our measured values suggest potential for reduced walking 
energy cost in children with spastic CP[9]. 
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One limitation of our study was that the alignment of the hinges’ rotation axis and 
BRUCE’s measuring axis was done by eye. This may have resulted in a slight misalignment, 
leading to dry friction between the AFO and the device and resulting in hysteresis that 
is not attributable to the hinge[13]. However, this potential effect was compensated for 
by repositioning the AFO in BRUCE several times and measuring hysteresis for each 
position. Secondly, in the recordings we did not allow for the different angular velocities 
to which the hinge will be subjected during gait. However, other studies measuring AFOs 
at different speeds do not show a substantial influence of angular velocity[13].

In conclusion, our evaluation of the mechanical properties of the spring-hinged AFO 
indicates that the two stiffest available springs should be adequate for use in children 
with spastic CP walking with excessive knee flexion. While the energy return of the 
second stiffest spring may best make the most contribution to enhanced push-off power, 
the stiffest spring is expected to normalize joint kinematics most effectively. The spring-
hinged AFO should now be evaluated in clinical practice for potential to contribute to 
improved gait performance in children with spastic CP.
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